Four Japanese kids, with different fighting experiences (from white to green belts), and coming from different prefectures ("Japanese counties"), enlisted to a martial arts tournament. Who is the youngest?

1. Only the 13-year-old kid has the same initial in his name and color of the belt.
2. Only the orange belt owner has the same initial in his name and in the prefecture he is from.
3. Nobody has the same initial in the color of his belt and in the prefecture he is from.
4. Osamu is 1 year older than the kid from Yamaguchi.
5. Yuki’s belt is 1 degree lower than Osamu’s one.
6. Genjo’s belt is 1 degree higher than the belt of the kid from Wakayama.
7. The kid from Gunma is 1 year older than the green belt kid.
8. If the white belt kid is from Gunma, then Yuki is 11.
Use the logic to find out which girl owns the crocodile.

**Color:** blue, green, lilac, pink, purple  
**Name:** Georgina, Hannah, Jessica, Jo, Lucy  
**Chocolate:** Boost, Crunchies, Dairy Milk, Milky Bars, Wispa Bites  
**Pet:** crocodile, hamster, horse, puppy, rabbit  
**Hobby:** horse riding, skiing, swimming, ten-pin bowling, tennis  
**Holiday:** Australia, Canada, Florida, Maldives, Tobago
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⇒ Jo likes the Wispa Bites.  
⇒ The person with the Hamster likes Swimming.  
⇒ Hannah eats Dairy Milk.  
⇒ Jessica is on the left of Georgina.  
⇒ Lucy is the first on the left.  
⇒ The first person on the right likes Swimming.  
⇒ The person who eats Milky Bars owns a Horse.  
⇒ The person in the middle eats Dairy Milk.  
⇒ Jessica likes Green.  
⇒ The person on the left of the middle wants to go to Tobago.  
⇒ The person who wants to go to the Maldives likes Lilac.  
⇒ The person who likes Wispa Bites sits next to the person who wants to go to Florida.  
⇒ The person who likes Pink wants to go to Florida.  
⇒ The person who sits first on the left likes Lilac.  
⇒ The girl that likes Blue owns a Puppy.  
⇒ The person who likes Skiing sits next to the person who has a Hamster.  
⇒ The girl on the right of the girl who likes Tennis likes Horse riding.  
⇒ The girl next to the girl who likes Milky Bars likes Boost.  
⇒ The girl who likes Purple wants to go to Canada.  
⇒ The girl who likes Crunchies owns a Rabbit.  
⇒ The girl who likes Skiing sits next to the girl who plays Ten-pin bowlings.  
⇒ Jessica wants to go to Australia.

**IF YOU ENJOY LOGIC GRID PUZZLES, YOU’LL LOVE ZEBRA PUZZLES**

Zebra Puzzles, sometimes known as Einstein Puzzles, are an extraordinary twist on your favorite logic grid puzzles. They use the same brain-teasing logic but in a fun storytelling way that adds a dash of mystery and challenge. Instead of just a regular grid, you get lots of different hints about categories, like color, animal, and place. Your mission? Figure out how all these hints link together. Think of Zebra Puzzles as exciting logic mazes. This type of puzzle promises a riveting mental workout that will keep you engaged while honing your problem-solving and critical thinking skills, making them a must-try for any fan of logic puzzles.
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